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Abstract—Decentralized attribute-based encryption (ABE) is a variant of a multi-authority ABE scheme where each authority can issue
secret keys to the user independently without any cooperation and a central authority. This is in contrast to the previous constructions,
where multiple authorities must be online and setup the system interactively, which is impractical. Hence, it is clear that a decentralized
ABE scheme eliminates the heavy communication cost and the need for collaborative computation in the setup stage. Furthermore,
every authority can join or leave the system freely without the necessity of re-initializing the system. In contemporary multi-authority
ABE schemes, a user’s secret keys from different authorities must be tied to his global identifier (GID) to resist the collusion attack.
However, this will compromise the user’s privacy. Multiple authorities can collaborate to trace the user by his GID, collect his attributes,
then impersonate him. Therefore, constructing a decentralized ABE scheme with privacy-preserving remains a challenging research
problem. In this paper, we propose a privacy-preserving decentralized key-policy ABE scheme where each authority can issue secret
keys to a user independently without knowing anything about his GID. Therefore, even if multiple authorities are corrupted, they
cannot collect the user’s attributes by tracing his GID. Notably, our scheme only requires standard complexity assumptions (e.g.,
decisional bilinear Diffie-Hellman) and does not require any cooperation between the multiple authorities, in contrast to the previous
comparable scheme that requires non-standard complexity assumptions (e.g., q-decisional Diffie-Hellman inversion) and interactions
among multiple authorities. To the best of our knowledge, it is the ﬁrst decentralized ABE scheme with privacy-preserving based on
standard complexity assumptions.
Index Terms—Attribute-based Encryption, Multi-authority, Privacy-Preserving Extract Protocol, Access Control, Privacy
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I NTRODUCTION

In traditional access control schemes [1], [2], a central
authority can control a user’s access to sensitive data.
We observed the following drawbacks in these schemes,
especially in distributed systems. Firstly, since a user’s
identity needs to be validated by the authority, in a
large distributed system, it is a difﬁcult task to manage
numerous users identities. Secondly, all users must trust
the central authority. If the authority is malicious, he
can impersonate any user without being detected. Being
different from the traditional access control schemes,
attribute-based access control [3], [4] are the schemes
that allow users to be validated by the descriptive attributes instead of their unique identities. Furthermore,
a user can share his data by specifying an access structure so that all the users whose attributes satisfy it
can access the data without knowing their identities.
Therefore, attribute-based access control schemes are
efﬁcient primitives to share data with multiple users
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without knowing their identities. In order to reduce
the trust on the central authority, some decentralized
and distributed access control schemes are proposed
[5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. Although, decentralized attributebased access control schemes demonstrated lots of metrics, they seldom consider the user’s privacy. Therefore,
a user’s attributes could be exposed to the malicious
authorities. Thereafter, to provide a sound solution for
sharing sensitive data with multiple users in distributed
systems, a decentralized attribute-based access control
with privacy-preserving scheme should be addressed.
In an open communication environment, such as the
Internet, sensitive data must be encrypted prior to being
transmitted. To achieve this, encryption schemes can be
employed to protect the conﬁdentiality of the sensitive
data. Nevertheless, traditional encryption schemes cannot express a complex access policy, and additionally, the
sender must know all the public keys of the receivers.
Attribute-based encryption (ABE) introduced by Sahai
and Waters [4] is a more efﬁcient encryption scheme and
it can express a complex access structure. In an ABE
scheme, both the user’s secret keys and the ciphertext
are labeled with sets of attributes. The encrypter can
encrypt a message under a set of attributes. Prior to
decrypting the ciphertext, the receiver must obtain the
secret (attribute) keys from the central authority (CA).
The receiver can decrypt the ciphertext and obtain the
data if and only if there is a match between his secret
keys and the attributes listed in the ciphertext. The original idea of ABE is to construct a fuzzy (error-tolerant)
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identity-based encryption (IBE) scheme [10], [11], [12],
[13], [14].
Since its seminal introduction, ABE as a special
primitive has attracted a lot of attention in the research
community. Essentially, there are two kinds of ABE
schemes:
Key-Policy ABE (KP-ABE): In these schemes, the secret
keys are associated with an access structure, while the
ciphertext is labeled with a set of attributes [4], [5], [15],
[16], [17].
Ciphertext-Policy ABE (CP-ABE): In these schemes, the
ciphertext is associated with an access structure, while
the secret keys are labeled with a set of attributes [3],
[18], [19], [20], [21].
An access structure is employed to control users from
accessing the protected resource in systems where users
need to cooperate with multiple parties. A monotonic
access structure is an access structure where, given a
universal set P, if a subset S  of P satisﬁes the access
structure, all subsets S of P which contain S  satisfy
the access structure. A (k, n)-threshold access structure
is an access structure where, given a universal set P with
|P| = n, a subset S of P satisﬁes the access structure if
and only if it contains at least k elements in P. In an ABE
scheme, an access structure is selected by the authority
(in KP-ABE) or the encrypter (in CP-ABE) to control
who can decrypt the ciphertext. For example, in KP-ABE,
the authority speciﬁes a (k, n)-threshold access structure
and issues secret keys to users according to this access
structure. An encrypter can encrypt a message under kout-of-n attributes and lists them in the ciphertext. If a
user holds a set of attributes which contains those listed
in the ciphertext, he can use his secret keys to decrypt
the ciphertext and obtain the message. However, if a
user does not hold the required attributes speciﬁed in
the ciphertext, he cannot decrypt the ciphertext.
The limitation of the original ABE scheme is that it
can only express a threshold access structure. Goyal,
Pandey, Sahai and Waters proposed an ABE scheme
[16] for ﬁne-grained access policy where any monotonic
access structure can be expressed by an access tree. In
an access tree, there is a tree access structure where
interior nodes consist of AND and OR gates and the
leaves consist of the attributes. Each interior node x of
the tree speciﬁes a threshold gate (kx , nx ), where nx is
the number of the children of x and kx ≤ nx . Thereafter,
when kx = nx , the gate is an AND gate. When kx = 1,
the gate is an OR gate. If a set of attributes satisﬁes the
tree access structure, the corresponding secret keys can
be used to reconstruct the secret embedded in the vertex
of the tree. Subsequently, Ostrovsky, Sahai and Waters
proposed an ABE scheme [17] with a non-monotonic
access structure where the secret keys are labeled with
a set of attributes including not only the positive but
also the negative attributes. Comparatively, ABE scheme
with non-monotonic access structure can express a more

complicated access policy.
The ﬁrst CP-ABE scheme was proposed by Bethencourt, Sahai and Waters [3], and it was proven to be
secure in the generic group model. In contrast with KPABE, the access structure in CP-ABE is determined by
the encrypter, instead of the CA. Therefore, the encrypter
can decide who will decrypt the ciphertext; while, this is
decided by the CA in the KP-ABE schemes. Cheung and
Newport proposed another CP-ABE scheme [18] and
reduced the difﬁculty of breaking their scheme to the
decisional bilinear Difﬁe-hellman (DBDH) assumption.
Both these CP-ABE schemes can only express a threshold
access structure. Waters proposed a more generic CPABE scheme [21] where any access structure can be
expressed by using the linear secret sharing scheme
(LSSS) [22].
Attrapadung and Imai proposed a dual-policy ABE
scheme [23] which combines a KP-ABE scheme with
CP-ABE scheme. In this scheme, two access structures
are created. One is for the objective attributes labeled
with the ciphertext, and the other is for the subjective attributes held by the users. Furthermore, there is only one
access structure in both KP-ABE and CP-ABE schemes.
Rial and Bart Preneel [24] proposed a blind key extract
protocol for the centralized ABE scheme [3]. Hence, this
scheme constitutes a blind centralized ABE scheme.
An ABE scheme should be secure against the collusion
attacks [4], namely no group of users can combine their
secret keys to decrypt the ciphertext which none of them
can decrypt by himself. The most common technique to
prevent collusion attacks is randomization. The central
authority randomizes the user’s secret keys by selecting
random numbers [17], [18] or random polynomials [4],
[5], [15].
ABE has been used as a building block to express
ﬂexible access structures in practical systems, such as
distributed systems [25], data outsourcing systems [26]
and cloud computing [27].
1.1 Multiple-Authority Attribute-based Encryption
In their seminal work, Sahai and Waters left an open
question that whether it is possible to construct an ABE
scheme where the secret keys can come from multiple
authorities [4]. Chase answered this question afﬁrmatively by proposing a multi-authority KP-ABE scheme
[5]. In this scheme, there are multiple authorities, one of
which is called central authority. The central authority
knows the secret keys of the other authorities. The user
needs to obtain secret keys from all these authorities.
Being different from one authority ABE, it is hard to
resist collusion attacks in multi-authority ABE schemes.
If the multiple authorities can work independently, the
scheme is subject to this attack. Chase [5] overcame this
problem by introducing the global identiﬁer (GID) to the
multi-authority ABE scheme. All the user’s secret keys
from different authorities must be tied to his GID. In
order to let the ciphertext be independent of the user’s
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GID, the central authority must compute a special secret
key for the user using his secret key and the other
authorities’ secret keys. Although this scheme is not a
decentralized ABE scheme, Chase made an important
step from one authority ABE to multi-authority ABE.
Lin, Cao, Liang and Shao proposed a multi-authority
ABE scheme without a central authority [7] based on the
distributed key generation (DKG) protocol [28] and the
joint zero secret sharing (JZSS) protocol [29]. To initialize
the system, the multiple authorities must cooperatively
execute the DKG protocol and the JZSS protocol twice
and k times, respectively, where k is the degree of the
polynomial selected by each authority. Each authority
must maintain k + 2 secret keys. This scheme is kresilient, namely the scheme is secure if and only if the
number of the colluding users is no more than k, and k
must be ﬁxed in the setup stage.
Chase and Chow proposed another multi-authority
KP-ABE scheme [15] which improved the previous
scheme [5] and removed the need of a central authority.
Notably, they also addressed the privacy of the user. In
previous multi-authority ABE schemes [5], [7], the user
must submit his GID to each authority to obtain the
corresponding secret keys. This will risk the user being
traced by a group of corrupted authorities. Chase and
Chow provided an anonymous key issuing protocol for
the GID where a 2-party secure computation technique
is employed. As a result, a group of authorities cannot
cooperate to pool the user’s attributes by tracing his GID.
However, the multiple authorities must collaborate to
setup the system. Each pair of authorities must execute
a 2-party key exchange protocol to share the seeds of
the selected pseudorandom functions (PRF) [30]. This
scheme is (N − 2)-tolerant, namely the scheme is secure
if and only if the number of the corrupted authorities
is no more than N − 2, where N is the number of the
authorities in the system. The security of this scheme can
be reduced to decisional bilinear Difﬁe-Hellman (DBDH)
assumption and no-standard complexity assumption (qdecisional Difﬁe-Hellman inverse (q-DDHI)). Chase and
Chow also left an open challenging research problem on
how to construct a privacy-preserving multi-authority
ABE scheme without the need of cooperations among
the authorities.
Lekwo and Waters proposed a new multi-authority
ABE scheme named decentralizing CP-ABE scheme [8].
This scheme improved the previous multi-authority ABE
schemes that require collaborations among multiple authorities to conduct the system setup. In this scheme, no
cooperation between the multiple authorities is required
in the setup stage and the key generation stage, and there
is no central authority. Note that the authority in this
scheme can join or leave the system freely without reinitializing the system. The scheme was constructed in
the composite order (N = p1 p2 p3 ) bilinear group, and
achieves full (adaptive) security in the random oracle
model. They also pointed out two methods to create
a prime order group variant of their scheme. As men-

tioned in [21], unfortunately this scheme is inefﬁcient.
Furthermore, the attributes of the user can be collected
by tracing his GID.
Müller, Katzenbeisser and Eckert proposed a distributed CP-ABE scheme [6], [31], where the pairing
operations executed in the decryption stage are constant.
This scheme was proven to be secure in the generic
group [3], instead of reducing to a complexity assumption. Furthermore, there must be a central authority who
generates the global key and issues secret keys to the
user.
Liu, Cao, Huang, Wong and Yuen proposed a fully secure multi-authority CP-ABE scheme [32] in the standard
model. Their scheme is based on the CP-ABE scheme
[20]. In their scheme, there are multiple central authorities and attribute authorities. The central authorities
issue identity-related keys to users and the attribute
authorities issue attribute-related keys to users. Prior to
obtaining attribute keys from the attribute authorities,
the user must obtain secret keys from multiple central
authorities. This multi-authority ABE scheme was also
designed in the composite order (N = p1 p2 p3 ) bilinear
group.
Li et al. [9] proposed a multi-authority cipher-policy
ABE scheme with accountability, where the anonymous
key issuing protocol [15] was employed. In this scheme,
the user can only obtain secret keys anonymously from
N −1 authorities; while he can be traced when he shared
his secret keys with others. Unfortunately, the multiple
authorities must initialize the system interactively. Their
scheme relied on DBDH assumption, decisional linear
(DLIN) assumption and q-DDHI assumption.
1.2 Our Contribution
In this paper, we answered the question left by Chase
and Chow [15] afﬁrmatively by proposing a decentralized KP-ABE scheme with the privacy-preserving key
extraction protocol. In our scheme, multiple authorities
can work independently without any cooperation and a
central authority. The GID is used to tie all the user’s secret keys together, while the corrupted authorities cannot
pool the user’s attributes by tracing it. Our scheme is any
number resilient for the users and (N −1)-tolerant for the
authorities, where N is the number of the authorities in
the system. Our privacy-preserving decentralized ABE
scheme is based on standard complexity assumption
( decisional bilinear Difﬁe-Hellman (DBDH)), instead
of any non-standard complexity assumptions (e.g., qdecisional Difﬁe-Hellman inversion (q-DDHI)). To the
best of our knowledge, it is the ﬁrst decentralized ABE
scheme with privacy-preserving that is based on merely
a standard assumption.
1.3 Paper Organization
In Section 2, we review the preliminaries used throughout this paper. Subsequently, a privacy-preserving de-
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centralized ABE scheme is proposed and proven in
Section 3. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.

2

P RELIMINARIES
R

In the rest of this paper, by x ← X, we denote that x
R
is randomly selected from X. Especially, by x ← X, we
denote that x is selected from X identically if X is a ﬁnite
set. We say that a function  : Z → R is negligible, if for
all z ∈ Z there exists a value η ∈ Z such that (x) < x1z
s
r
for all x > η. By R ←
− S and R −
→ S, we denote that party
S sends s to party R and party R sends r to party S,
respectively. We denote KG(1 ) as the secret-public key
generation algorithm where  is the security parameter.
If X is a ﬁnite set, by |X|, we denote the cardinality
of X. By A(x) → y, we denote that y is computed by
running algorithm A on input x. Suppose that Zp is a
ﬁnite ﬁeld with prime order p, by Zp [x], we denote the
polynomial ring on Zp , which consists of all polynomials
with coefﬁcients from Zp .
2.1 Building Blocks
In this paper, the following building blocks are used.
Lagrange Interpolation. Suppose that p(x) ∈ Zp [x] is a
(k − 1)-degree polynomial. Given k different polynomial
values p(x1 ), p(x2 ), · · · , p(xk ), the polynomial p(x) can be
reconstructed as follows:



x − xj
p(x) =
p(xi )
=
p(xi )Δxi ,S (x)
xi − xj
xi ∈S

xj ∈S,xj =xi

xi ∈S

where S = {xi , x2 , · · · , xk }. The Lagrange coefﬁcient for
xi in S is

x − xj
Δxi ,S (x) =
xi − xj
xj ∈S,xj =xi

Therefore, given any k different values p(x1 ), p(x2 ),· · · ,
p(xk ), we can compute p(x) for ∀x ∈ Zp . However, when
only k − 1 different polynomial values are provided, the
other polynomial values are unconditionally hidden.
Commitment. A commitment scheme consists of tree
algorithms: C = (Setup, Commit, Decommit).

• Setup(1 ) → params. This algorithm takes as input
a security parameters  and outputs the system
parameters params.
•

•

Commit(params, M ) → (com, decom). This algorithm takes as input the parameters params and a
message M and outputs a commitment com and a
decommitment decom. decom can be used to decommite the commitment com.
Decommit(params, M, com, decom) → {0, 1}. This
algorithm takes as input the parameter params, the
message M , the commitment com and the decommitment decom and outputs 1 if decom can decommite com to M ; Otherwise, this algorithm outputs
0.

A commitment scheme should satisfy two properties:
hiding and binding. The hiding property requires that
the message M keeps undisclosed until the user reveals
it. The binding property requires that only one value
decom can be used to decommit the commitment.
We use the Pedersen commitment scheme [33] which
is a perfectly hiding commitment scheme and is based
on the discrete logarithm assumption. Let G be a prime
order group with generators g0 , g1 , g2 , · · · , gl . In order to
R
commit messages (m1 , m2 , · · · , ml ), the user selects r ←
l
mj
r
Zp , and computes the commitment T = g0 j=1 gj . The
user can use r to decommit the commitment later.
Proof of Knowledge. We use the notation introduced by
Camenisch and Stadler [34] to prove statements about
discrete logarithm. By
P oK{(α, β, γ) : y = g α hβ ∧ ỹ = g̃ α h̃γ }
we denote a zero knowledge proof of knowledge of
integers α, β, and γ such that y = g α hβ and ỹ = g̃ α h̃γ
hold simultaneously in groups G = g = h and G̃ =
g̃ = h̃ . Conventionally, the values in the parenthesis
denote the knowledge that is being proven, while the rest
of the other values are known to the veriﬁer. There exists
a knowledge extractor which can be used to rewind these
quantities from a successful prover.
2.2 Decentralized Key-Policy Attribute-based Encryption
The formal deﬁnition of access structure is as follows:
Deﬁnition 1. (Access Control) [22]. Let P = {P1 , P2 , · · · ,
PN } be a set of parties. A collection A ⊆ 2{P1 ,P2 ,··· ,PN }
is monotonic, if S1 ∈ A and S1 ⊆ S2 implies S2 ∈ A.
An access structure (resp., monotonic access structure) is a
collection (resp., monotonic collection) A of non-empty subsets
of {P1 , P2 , · · · , PN }, namely A ⊆ 2{P1 ,P2 ,··· ,PN } \ {φ}. The
sets in A are called the authorized sets, and the sets outside
of A are called the unauthorized sets.
A decentralized KP-ABE scheme consists of the following ﬁve algorithms:

• Global Setup(1 ) → params. This algorithm takes as
input a security parameter  and outputs the system
parameters params.
•

Authority Setup(1 ) → (SKi , P Ki , Ai ). Each authority Ai generates his secret-public key pair KG(1) →
(SKi , P Ki ) and an access structure Ai , for i =
1, 2, · · · , N .

•

KeyGen(SKi , GID, AiGID ) → SKUi . Each authority
Ai takes as input his secret key SKi , a global identiﬁer GID and a set of attributes AiGID , and outputs

the secret keys SKUi , where AiGID = AGID Ãi ,
AGID and Ãi denote the attributes corresponding
to the GID and monitored by Ai , respectively.

•

Encryption(params, M, AC ) → CT . This algorithm
takes as input the system parameters params, a
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message M and a set of attributes AC , and outputs
the ciphertext 
CT , where AC = {A1C , A2C , · · · , AN
C}
i
and AC = AC Ãi .
•

Decryption(GID, {SKUi }i∈IC , CT ). This algorithm
takes as input the global identiﬁer GID, the secret
keys {SKUi }i∈IC and the ciphertext CT , and outputs
the message M , where IC is the index set of the
authorities Ai such that AiC = {φ}.

Deﬁnition 2. We say that a decentralized key-policy
attribute-based encryption scheme is correct if
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢ Decryption(GID,
⎢
i
Pr ⎢
⎢ {SKU }i∈IC , CT )
⎢ =M
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

Global Setup(1 )
→ params;
Authorities Setup(1 )
→ (SKi , P Ki , Ai );
KeyGen(SKi , GID, AiGID )
→ SKUi ;
Encryption(params, M, AC )
→ CT ;

{AGID Ãi ∈ Ai }i∈IC ,

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥=1
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

where the probability is taken over the random coins of all the
algorithms in the protocol.
Security Model
Our security model on the decentralized ABE is similar to the model proposed in [5], [15], which is known
as the selective-set model. This model is described as
follows:
Initialization. The adversary A submits a set of attributes
AC which he wants to be challenged and a list of
corrupted authorities CA , where |CA | < N . There
 should
/ Aj .
exist at least one authority Aj such that AC Ãj ∈
Global Setup. The challenger runs the Global Setup
algorithm to generate the system parameters params,
and sends them to A.
Authority setup.
1) For Ai ∈ CA , the challenger sends the secret-public
key pair (SKi , P Ki ) to A.
/ CA , the challenger sends the public key
2) For Ai ∈
P Ki to A.
Phase 1. The adversary A can query secret keys for
sets of attributes A∗GID1 , A∗GID2 , · · · , A∗GIDq , the only
1
constraint is AC  A∗GIDi for i = 1, 2, · · · , q1 .
Challenge. A submits two messages M0 and M1 with
equal length. The challenger ﬂips an unbiased coin with
{0, 1}, and obtain b ∈ {0, 1}. The challenger computes
CT ∗ = Encryption(params, Mb , AC ) and sends CT ∗ to A.
Phase 2. The adversary A can query secret keys for sets
of attributes A∗GIDq +1 , A∗GIDq +2 , · · · , A∗GIDq . Phase 1 is
1
1
repeated.


Guess. The adversary A outputs his guess b on b.

Deﬁnition 3. A decentralized key-policy attribute-based
encryption (DKP-ABE) scheme is (T, q, ) secure in the
selective-set model if no probabilistic polynomial-time adversary A making q secret key queries has advantage at least
1
DKP −ABE
= |P r[b = b] − | > ()
AdvA
2
in the selective-set model.
2.3 Privacy-Preserving Decentralized
Attribute-Based Encryption

Key-Policy

We have described the decentralized KP-ABE scheme
and its security model. The privacy-preserving decentralized KP-ABE scheme has the same algorithms Global
Setup, Authority Setup, Encryption and Decryption with
the decentralized KP-ABE scheme. We only replace the
algorithm KeyGen in the decentralized KP-ABE scheme
with algorithm BlindKeyGen. In a privacy-preserving
decentralized KP-ABE scheme, the authorities do not
know the user’s GID nor can cause failures using the
information of the GID. This concept is from blind IBE
schemes [35], [36]. We deﬁne this algorithm as follows:
↔
Ai (
BlindKeyGen(U (params, P Ki , GID, decom)
params, SKi , P Ki , Ai , com)) → (SKUi , empty). In this
algorithm, the user U runs the commitment algorithm
Commit(params, GID) → (com, decom) and sends
com to the authority Ai . Then, the user U and the
authority Ai take as input (params, P Ki , GID, decom)
respectively. If
and
(params, SKi , P Ki , Ai , com),
Decommit(params, GID, com, decom)
→
1, this
algorithm outputs a secret key SKUi for U and empty
for Ai . Otherwise it outputs error messages (⊥, ⊥) for
both U and Ai .
The algorithm BlindKeyGen should satisfy the following two properties: leak-freeness and selective-failure
blindness [35], [36]. Leak-freeness requires that, by executing algorithm BlindKeyGen with the honest authorities, the malicious user cannot know anything which he
cannot learn by executing algorithm KeyGen with the
honest authorities. Selective-failure blindness requires
that the malicious authorities cannot know anything
about the user’s GID and cannot cause the algorithm
BlindKeyGen to selectively fail depending on the user’s
choice of GID. We use the following two games to deﬁne
these two properties.
Leak-freeness. This game is deﬁned by the real experiment and the ideal experiment:
Real Experiment: Runs Setup(1 ) → params and Authority Setup(1 ) → (SKi , P Ki , Ai ). As many times as the
distinguisher D wants, the adversary U chooses a GID
and executes the algorithm BlindKeyGen with the authority Ai : BlindKeyGen(U (params, P Ki , GID, decom) ↔
Ai (params, SKi , P Ki , Ai , com)).
Ideal Experiment: Runs Setup(1 ) → params and Authority Setup(1 ) → (SKi , P Ki , Ai ). As many times as
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the distinguisher D wants, the simulator Û chooses
a GID and queries a trusted party to obtain the
output of the algorithm KeyGen(SKi , GID, AiGID ) if
Decommit(params, GID, com, decom) → 1, and ⊥ otherwise.

3) Computability. There exists an efﬁcient algorithm to
compute e(x, y) for all x, y ∈ G.
Let GG(1 ) be a bilinear group generator which takes
as input a security parameter  and outputs the bilinear
group (e, p, G, Gτ ) with prime order p and a bilinear map
e : G × G → Gτ .

Deﬁnition 4. An algorithm BlindKeyGen(U ↔ Ai )
associated
with a decentralized KP-ABE scheme

=(Global
Setup, Authority
Setup, KeyGen,
Encryption, Decryption) is leak-free if for all efﬁcient
adversaries U, there exists an efﬁcient simulator Û such that
for the security parameter , no efﬁcient distinguisher D can
distinguish whether U is executing Real Experiment or
Ideal Experiment with non-negligible advantage.

Deﬁnition 7. (Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman
R
(DBDH) Assumption)[10]. Let a, b, c, z
←
Zp ,

GG(1 ) → (e, p, G, Gτ ), and g be a generator of
G. The DBDH assumption holds in (e, p, G, Gτ ),
if no probabilistic polynomial-time adversary A can
distinguish (A, B, C, Z) = (g a , g b , g c , e(g, g)abc ) from (A,
B, C, Z) = (g a , g b , g c , e(g, g)z ) with advantage

Selective-failure Blindness. This game is deﬁned as follows:

DBDH
AdvA
=

1) The adversary authority Ai outputs his public key
P Ki and a pair of global identiﬁers (GID0 , GID1 ).
2) A random bit b ∈ {0, 1} is selected randomly.
=
3) Ai is given two commitments comb
Commit(params, GIDb )
and
com1−b
=
Commit(params, GID1−b ), and black-box access
the two oracles U (params, P Ki , GIDb , comb ) and
U (params, P Ki , GID1−b , com1−b ).
i
i
and SKU,1−b
, re4) The algorithm U outputs SKU,b
spectively.
i
i
i
=⊥ and SKU,1−b
=⊥, Ai is given (SKU,b
,
5) If SKU,b
i
i
i
SKU,1−b ). If SKU,b =⊥ and SKU,1−b =⊥, Ai is
i
i
=⊥ and SKU,1−b
=⊥, Ai is
given (, ⊥). If SKU,b
i
i
=⊥, Ai is
given (⊥, ). If SKU,b =⊥ and SKU,1−b
given (⊥, ⊥).
6) Finally, Ai outputs his guess b on b.
Deﬁnition 5. An algorithm BlindKeyGen(U 
↔ Ai ) associated with a decentralized KP-ABE scheme
=(Global
Setup, Authority Setup, KeyGen, Encryption, Decryption)
is selective-failure blind if no probabilistic polynomial-time
B
= |P r[b = b] − 21 | > ()
adversary has advantage AvdSF
Ai
in the above game.
Deﬁnition 6. (Privacy-Preserving Decentralized KPABE) A privacy-preserving decentralized KP-ABE scheme

˜ =(Global Setup, Authority Setup, BlindKeyGen,
Encryption, Decryption) is
 secure in the selective-set
model if and only if: (1)
= (Global Setup, Authority
Setup, KeyGen, Encryption, Decryption) is a secure decentralized KP-ABE scheme in the selective-set model; and (2)
algorithm BlindKeyGen is leak-free and selective-failure blind.
2.4 Complexity Assumption
Let G and Gτ be two multiplicative cyclic groups with
prime order p, and g be a generator of G. A bilinear map
e : G × G → Gτ is a map with following properties:
1) Bilinearity. for all x, y ∈ G and u, v ∈ Zp , e(xu , y v ) =
e(x, y)uv .
2) Non-degeneracy. e(g, g) = 1, where 1 is the identity
of Gτ .

P r[A(A, B, C, e(g, g)abc ) = 1]
−P r[A(A, B, C, e(g, g)z ) = 1]

> ()

where the probability is taken over the random choice of
R
a, b, c, z ← Zp , and the bits consumed by A.

3 P RIVACY -P RESERVING
D ECENTRALIZED
K EY -P OLICY ATTRIBUTE - BASED E NCRYPTION
In this section, we propose a decentralized KP-ABE
scheme based on the DBDH assumption. Then, we describe a privacy-preserving extract protocol for the secret
keys.
In our privacy-preserving decentralized KP-ABE
scheme, a user executes a 2-party secure computation
protocol with an authority to obtain his secret keys. As
a result, the user can obtain his secret keys anonymously
without releasing anything about his identiﬁer to the
multiple authorities. As pointed in [15], an anonymous
credential system [37], [38] can be used by the user to
convince the authorities that he holds the corresponding
attributes without revealing his identiﬁer. In an anonymous credential system, a user can obtain a credential
and prove the possession anonymously. The user can interact with different partners with different pseudonyms
[39] such that no partner can link the pseudonyms to
the same user. Furthermore, the user can prove that
he has obtained multiple credentials which correspond
to the same identiﬁer without revealing it. Hence, this
technique can be employed in our system to allow the
user to obtain the corresponding secret keys without
revealing his identiﬁer to the authorities.
3.1 Decentralized Key-Policy Attribute-based Encryption
Our decentralized KP-ABE scheme is described in Fig.1.
This idea is inspired by the IBE schemes [13], [14] and
the multi-authority ABE schemes [5], [8], [15].
Overview. In our scheme, suppose that there are N
authorities A1 , A2 , · · · , AN . Authority Ai manages a set
of attributes Ãi = {ai,1 , ai,2 , · · · , ai,ni } and speciﬁes an
(ki , ni )-threshold access structure Ai , for i = 1, 2, · · · , N .
Ai generates a secret-public key pair ((αi , βi ), (Yi , Zi ))
and publishes (Yi , Zi ). For each attribute aij ∈ Ãi ,
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Ai creates a secret-public key pair (ti,j , Ti,j ) and
publishes Ti,j . The secret keys and public keys
of Ai are (αi , βi , {ti,j }ai,j ∈Ãi ) and (Yi , Zi , {Ti,j }ai,j ∈Ãi ),
respectively. To issue secret keys to a user U with a set of
attributes AU , the authority Ai selects a random number
R
ri ← Zp and computes Di using ri , his secret key (αi , βi )
and the user’s identiﬁer u. Hence, the user’s identifer u
is tied to his secret keys. We use Di to protect against the
collusion attacks. Otherwise, two users with identiﬁer
u1 and u2 can combine their secret keys from Ai and
Aj together. The authority Ai selects a (ki − 1)-degree
polynomial pi (x) with pi (0) = ri . For each attribute
ai,j ∈ AU Ãi , Ai computes the secret key Di,j using
the value pi (ai,j ) and ti,j . To encrypt a message M ∈ Gτ
under a setof attributes AC = {A1C , A2C , · · · , AN
C } where
AiC = AC Ãi for i = 1, 2, · · · , N , a random number

R
s ← Zp is selected to hide M in C1 = M · i∈IC e(g, g)sαi .
The ciphertext is C = (C1 , C2 , C3 , {Ci,j }ai,j ∈AC ), where
{Ci,j }ai,j ∈AC are computed by using s and the public
keys {Ti,j }ai,j ∈AC . If a user whose attributes contain
those listed in the ciphertext, he can
 use his secret
keys Di and C2 to compute E =
i∈IC e(Di , C2 ) =



sαi
sri
e(g,
g)
e(g,
h)
e(g,
h1 )usβi
and
i∈IC
i∈IC
i∈IC
reconstruct the
use {Di,j }ai,j ∈AC and {Ci,j }ai,j ∈AC to 
sri
exponential ri and compute Fi =
.
i∈IC e(g, h)
Using C3and his identiﬁer u, the user can compute
usβi
. So,
V
i∈IC e(g, h1 )
 =
 the user can obtain
sαi
e(g,
g)
by
removing
i∈IC
i∈IC Fi and
V from E. At
the end, he can obtain M by removing i∈IC e(g, g)sαi
from C1 .
Correctness. We have
E

=




s
i
e(g αi hri huβ
1 ,g )

i∈IC

=



e(g, g)sαi

i∈IC



e(g, h1 )usβi ,

i∈IC

e(g, h1 )usβi ,

i∈IC

=



M

Γ = Γ + O(Γ) and  () =

1
().
2

Proof: Suppose that there exists an adversary A who
can (Γ, q, ()) break our decentralized KP-ABE scheme,
there will exist an algorithm B that can use A to break
the decisional bilinear Difﬁe-Hellman assumption as follows.
The challenger generates the bilinear group
(e, p, G, Gτ ), and chooses a random generator g ∈ G. He
ﬂips an unbiased coin μ with {0, 1}. If μ = 0, he sends
(A, B, C, Z) = (g a , g b , g c , e(g, g)abc ) to B. Otherwise, he
sends (A, B, C, Z) = (g a , g b , g c , e(g, g)z ) to B, where
R
z ← Zp . B will output his guess μ on μ.
Initialization. The adversary A submits a set of attributes
AC = {A1C , A2C , · · · , AN
C } which he wants to be challenged and a list of corrupted authorities CA . Suppose
that AC is mapped to the user with global identiﬁer u∗ .
R
B chooses γ, η ← Zp , and sets h = Ag γ and h1 = g η .

Yk = e(g, g)vk , Zk = g βk and {Tk,j = g wk,j }ak,j ∈Ãk .
This implies that the secret key for Ak ∈ CA
is (vk , βk , wk,j ). B sends (vk , βk , wk,j ) and (Yk , Zk ,
Tk,j ) to A.
R
2) For Ak ∈
/ CA and Ak = A, it chooses vk , βk , wk,j ←
Zp , and sets

Δa

e(Ci,j , Di,j )

i (0)
i,j ,AC



e(g

sti,j

,h

pi (ai,j )
ti,j

Δa

i (0)
i,j ,AC

)

ai,j ∈AiC

=

e(g,g)sαi e(g,h)sri e(g,h1 )usβi

Yk = e(g, g)bvk , Zk = g βk ,

ai,j ∈AiC

=

i∈IC

e(g,g)sαi e(g,h1 )usβi e(g,h)sri

Theorem 1. Our decentralized key-policy attribute-based
encryption (DKP-ABE) scheme is (Γ, q, ()) semantically
secure (CPA) in the selective-set model, if the (Γ ,  ()) decisional bilinear Difﬁe-Hellman assumption holds in (e, p, G,
Gτ ), where

and
Fi

i∈IC

1) For Ak ∈ CA , it chooses vk , βk , wk,j ← Zp , and sets:



e(g, h)sri



=



M·

R

i∈IC

V = e(C3 , hu1 ) =

=

Authorities Setup. There should be at least one authority
A ∈
/ CA where the adversary can only get secret keys
less than the speciﬁed threshold value.
 Suppose that A
speciﬁes the threshold (k, n) and |AC Ã| = k − 1.

e(Di , C2 )

i∈IC

=

Therefore,

V · i∈IC Fi
C1 ·
E



spi (ai,j )Δa

i (0)
i,j ,AC

e(g, h)

ai,j ∈AiC
s



i

= e(g, h) ai,j ∈AC
= e(g, h)sri .

pi (ai,j )Δa

i (0)
i,j ,AC

{Tk,j = hwk,j = g (a+γ)wk,j }ak,j ∈Ãi −AC
and
{Tk,j = g wk,j }ak,j ∈AC  Ãi .
This implies that the secret key for Ak ∈
/ CA is
(bvk , βk , wk,j ). B sends (Yk , Zk , Tk,j ) to A.
R
3) For A, it chooses wj , β ← Zp , and sets


Y = e(g, g)ab
e(g, g)−vk b
e(g, g)−vk ,
Ak ∈C
/ A

Ak ∈CA
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•

Global Setup. This algorithm takes as input the security parameter , and outputs a bilinear group
(e, p, G, Gτ ) ← GG(1 ) with prime order p, where e : G × G → Gτ . Let g, h, and h1 be the generators
of G. Suppose that there are N authorities A1 , A2 , · · · , AN in the system. Ai monitors a set of attributes
Ãi = {ai,1 , ai,2 , · · · , ai,ni }, for i = 1, 2, · · · , N . Let the set of universal attributes U = N
i=1 Ãi .

•

Authorities Setup. Each authority Ai generates his secret-public key pair (αi , βi , Yi , Zi ) ← KG(1 ), where
R
Yi = e(g, g)αi and Zi = g βi . For each ai,j ∈ Ãi , it chooses ti,j ← Zp , and computes Ti,j = g ti,j . The public
keys and secret keys of Ai are P Ki = {Yi , Zi , Ti,1 , Ti,2 , · · · , Ti,ni } and SKi = {αi , βi , ti,1 , ti,2 , · · · , ti,ni }, for
i = 1, 2, · · · , N . Each authority Ai speciﬁes an (ki , ni )-threshold access structure Ai , where ki ≤ ni .

•

KeyGen. Suppose that a user U has the global identiﬁer u ∈ Zp and a set of attributes AU . To generate a
R
R
key for U for the attribute ai,j ∈ Ãi , Ai chooses ri ← Zp , and a (ki − 1)-degree polynomial pi (x) ← Zp [x]
with pi (0) = ri , and computes

where AiU = AU
•



pi (ai,j )
ti,j

, for ai,j ∈ AiU

Ãi , for i = 1, 2, · · · , N .

Encryption. This algorithm takes as input a set of attributes AC = {A1C , A2C , · · · , AN
C } and a random number
R
s ← Zp , and outputs the ciphertext as follows


s
e(g, g)αi s , C2 = g s , C3 =
g βi s , {Ci,j = Ti,j
}ai,j ∈AC
C1 = M ·
where

•

i
Di = g αi hri huβ
1 , Di,j = h

AiC

= AC



i∈IC

i∈IC

Ãi and IC is the index set of the authorities Ai such that AiC = {φ}, for i = 1, 2, · · · , N .

Decryption. To decrypt the ciphertext C = (C1 , C2 , C3 , {Ci,j }ai,j ∈AC ), the user computes
E =



V · i∈I Fi
Δa ,Ai (0)
u
C
i,j
C
(i ∈ IC ) and M = C1 ·
i∈IC e(Di , C2 ), V = e(C3 , h1 ), Fi =
ai,j ∈Ai e(Ci,j , Di,j )
E
C

Fig. 1: Decentralized Key-Policy Attribute-based Encryption
Z = g β , {Tj = g wj }aj ∈AC  Ã
and

a) If aj ∈ AC



Ã, it computes
ej

{Tj = h

wj

=g

(a+γ)wj

D j = h wj .

}aj ∈Ã−AC .

This implies that the secret key for A is (v, β, ωj ),
where v = ab − Ak ∈C
/ A vk b −
Ak ∈CA vk . B sends
(Y, Z, Tj ) to A.
Phase 1. The adversary queries secret keys for global
identiﬁers u with a set of attributes AU , where AC  AU .
1) For Ak ∈ CA , it can use(vk , βk , wk,j ) to compute
secret keys for ak,j ∈ Ãk AU .
R
2) For Ak ∈
/ CA and Ak = A, it chooses rk ← Zp and a
R
random (kk − 1)-degree polynomial pk (x) ← Zp [x]
with pk (0) = rk . It computes


a) If ak,j

Dk = B vk hrk hu1 βk .

∈ AC Ãk , it computes
Dk,j = h

pk (ak,j )
wk,j

pk (ak,j )

Dj = (g r B −1 )

Δ0,S (aj )
wj

pk (ak,j )
wk,j

ab−(



Ak ∈C
/ A

bvk +



.
R

Ak ∈CA

ei Δi,S (aj )
wj

.

Ak ∈CA

vk ) r  u β
h h1 .

By selecting e1 , e2 , · · · , ek−1 , we implicitly deﬁne a (k−
1)-degree polynomial p(x) ∈ Zp [x], such that p(0) = r
and p(i) = ei . So, we can compute any value of p(x) by
interpolation as follows:

3) For authority A, it chooses r, e1 , e2 , · · · , ek−1 ← Zp ,
and computes



B −vk
g −vk hu1 β .
D = B −γ hr
Ak ∈C
/ A

g

We claim that D and Dj are correctly distributed.



−vk
g −vk hu1 β
D = B −γ hr Ak ∈C
/A B
A
k ∈CA
−( A ∈C
bvk + A ∈C vk ) u β
A
k/ A
k
= g −bγ (g a g γ )r g

 h1

a γ −b ab a γ r −( Ak ∈C
/ A bvk +
Ak ∈CA vk ) u β
= (g g ) g (g g) g
h1


a γ r−b −( Ak ∈C
/ A bvk +
Ak ∈CA vk ) u β
= g ab (g
g ) g
h1


ab−( A ∈C
bv
+
v
)
k
r−b u β
/ A
Ak ∈CA k
k
=g
h h1 .
D=g

.

k−1

i=1

Let r = r − b, we have

b) If ak,j ∈ Ãk − AC , it computes
Dk,j = h (a+γ)wk,j = g

b) If aj ∈ Ã − AC , it computes

p(x) = r Δ0,S (x) +
where S = (AC



k−1

i=1

Ã)

{0}.

ei Δi,S (x),
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Hence, for aj ∈ Ã − AC ,
Dj = h
(g B
r

−1

)

p(aj )
(α+γ)wj

Δ0,S (aj )
wj

p(aj )
wj

= g
k−1
i=1

g

= g

r Δ0,S (aj )
wj

ei Δi,S (aj )
wj

k−1
i=1

g

ei Δi,S (aj )
wj

=

.

Challenge. A sends B two messages M0 and M1 with
equal length. B ﬂips an unbiased coin with {0, 1}, and
obtains μ̂ ∈ {0, 1}. B computes
C1 = Z · Mμ̂ , C2 = C, Ci,j = {C wi,j }ai,j ∈AC .
B responds with the challenged ciphertext (C1 , C2 ,
{Ci,j }ai,j ∈AC ). So (C1 , C2 , {Ci,j }ai,j ∈AC ) is a valid encryption of Mμ̂ with correct distribution whenever Z =
e(g, g)abc .
Phase 2. Phase 1 is repeated.
Guess. A outputs his guess μ̃ on μ̂. If μ̃ = μ̂, B outputs
his guess μ = 0. Otherwise, B outputs his guess μ = 1.
As shown above, the public parameters and the secret
keys generated in the simulation paradigm are identical
to those of the real protocol. Now, we compute the probability with which B can break the BDDH assumption.
If μ = 0, (C1 , C2 , {Ci,j }ai,j ∈AC ) is the correct ciphertext
of Mμ̂ . Thereafter, A can output μ̃ = μ̂ with advantage
at least (), namely P r[μ̃ = μ̂|μ = 0] ≥ 12 + (). Since B
outputs μ = 0 when μ̃ = μ̂, we have P r[μ = μ|μ = 0] ≥
1
2 + ()
If μ = 1, A can not get any information about μ̂.
Therefore, A can output μ̃ = μ̂ with no advantage,
namely P r[μ̃ = μ̂|μ = 1] = 12 . Since B outputs μ = 1
when μ̃ = μ̂, we have P r[μ = μ|μ = 1] = 12 .
Therefore, the advantage with which B can break the
BDDH assumption is | 12 P r[μ = μ|μ = 0] + 12 P r[μ =
μ|μ = 1] − 12 | ≥ 12 × 12 + 12 × () + 12 × 12 − 12 ≥ 12 ().
We compare our scheme with other multi-authority
schemes in Table 1 and Table 2. By |U|, |AU | and |AC |,
we denote the number of the universal attributes, the
attributes held by user U and the attributes required by
the ciphertext, respectively. IU and IC denote the index
set of the authorities such that AiU = {φ} and AiC = {φ},
respectively. By E and P , we denote one exponential and
one paring operation, respectively. By EG and EGτ , we
denote one element in group G and one element in group
Gτ , respectively. N denotes the number of the authorities
in the systems. By d, we denote the number of the central
authorities in [32].
Collusion Resistance. To be secure against the collusion
attacks, the user’s identiﬁer u is embedded in his secret
keys and bound with the second secret keys of the
authorities so that these keys can be tied together. When
encrypting a message, all the second public keys of
the authorities Ai with i ∈ IC are aggregated and
randomized by the value s. Therefore, only the secret
keys from the same identiﬁer can be used to decrypt
the ciphertext. The secret keys from different identiﬁers

cannot be combined as C3 cannot be split by the malicious users. Suppose that IC = IC  IC  and two users
U1 and U2 obtain secret keys for the attributes which
satisfy the access structures speciﬁed by the authorities
with the indexes in IC  and IC  , respectively. If they
cooperate
they must compute
 to decrypt the ciphertext,

C3 = i∈IC  g βi s and C3 = i∈Ic g βi s . However, both
C3 and C3 cannot be obtained from C3 as the exponent
s is unknown.
Fine-Grained Access control. We can only express a
threshold access structure in the proposed decentralized
KP-ABE scheme above. In order to express any access
structure, we employ the access tree technique introduced
by Goyal, Pandey, Sahai and Waters [16]. Let T be a
tree which speciﬁes an access structure, and deﬁnes an
ordering between the children of every node x from 1 to
nx , where nx denotes the number of the children of the
node x. Each non-leaf node of T represents a threshold
gate which consist of the number of its children and a
threshold value. Let kx be the threshold value in the node
x, where 0 < kx ≤ nx . When kx = 1, the threshold gate is
an OR gate. If kx = nx , the gate is an AND gate. Each leaf
node in T is labeled with an attribute and a threshold
value kx = 1. Given an access structure, a polynomial
px is selected for each node in T following the way in a
top-down manner. Starting from the root node r, set the
degree dx of the polynomial to be kx − 1. In our case, we
can set pr (0) = ri for the authority Ai . For other nodes
in T , we can set qx (0) = qparent(x) (index(x)), where
parent(x) denotes the parent node of x, and index(x)
denotes the number associated to the node x.
3.2 Privacy-Preserving Key Extract Protocol
We propose a privacy-preserving key extract protocol for
the proposed decentralized KP-ABE in Fig.2.
Overview. In Fig.1, the secret keys for the user
i
and {Di,j =
with identiﬁer u are Di = g αi hri huβ
1
pi (ai,j )

h ti,j }ai,j ∈AiU . To obtain secret keys from the authority
Ai blindly, the user needs to prove that he holds the
identiﬁer u in zero-knowledge. Notably, if the random
number ri is chosen by Ai , he can detect the user by
−1
computing hu1 = ( gαDi hiri )βi , where the identifer u is
public. Hence, the random number used to generate
secret keys for the user should be computed by executing
a 2-party secure computing between the user and Ai . As
a result, the authority generates secret keys for the user’s
attributes without knowing his identiﬁer.
R
The user U chooses z, ρ1 ← Zp and computes T = g z hu1
ρ1
and P1 = h . Indeed, T is the commitment of the
identiﬁer u and can be used to prove that u has been
included in it in zero-knowledge. P1 will be used to
execute 2-party secure computing with Ai . The user
proves that he knows z, u, ρ1 to Ai in zero-knowledge.
R
If the proof is correct, Ai selects ri , ρ2 ← Zp and a
R
(ki − 1)-degree polynomial pi (x) ← Zp [x] with pi (0) =
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TABLE 1: The comparison of computing cost
Schemes
Chase’s scheme [5]
MKE’s scheme [6], [31]
CC scheme [15]
LW’s scheme [8]
LCHWY scheme [32]
Our scheme

Authority setup
(|U | + 1)E
2|U |E
(|U | + 2N )E
2N E
(|U + N |E)
(|U | + 2N )E

KeyGen
(|AU | + 1)E
|AU |E
(|U | + |IU |2 )E
2|AU |E
(4d + |AU |)E + |IU |P
(|AU | + 3|IU |)E

Encryption
(|AC | + 2)E
3|IC |E
(|AC | + 2)E
(5|AC | + 1)E
(3|AC + 2|E)
(|AC | + 3)E

Decryption
|AC |E + (|AC | + 1)P
2P
|AC |E + (|AC | + 1)P
3|AC |(E + P )
(|AC | + 1)E + 2|AC |P
|AC |E + (|AC | + |IC | + 1)P

TABLE 2: The comparison of type, central authority, security model and the length of ciphertext
Schemes
Chase’s scheme [5]
MKE’s [6], [31]
CC scheme [15]
LW’s scheme [8]
LCHWY scheme [32]
Our scheme

KP/CP-ABE
KP-ABE
CP-ABE
KP-ABE
CP-ABE
CP-ABE
KP-ABE

Central Authority
Yes
Yes
No
No
Multiple
No

ri . Ai computes P2 = hρ2 , D̃i = g αi (P1 P2 )ri T βi =
i zβi
1
, Di,j
= (P2 )
g αi hri (ρ1 +ρ2 ) huβ
1 g

pi (ai,j )
ti,j

pi (ai,j )
ti,j

2
and Di,j
=

h
. Indeed, P1 and P2 are used to compute the
exponential ri (ρ1 + ρ2 ) by executing a 2-party secure
computing. In this case, the secret key for attribute
(ρ1 +ρ2 )pi (ai,j )

ti,j
. Unfortuai,j ∈ Ãi should be Di,j = h
nately, Ai does not know ρ1 . Therefore, he computes
pi (ai,j )

ρ2 pi (ai,j )

pi (ai,j )

1
2
= (P2 ) ti,j
= h ti,j
and Di,j
= h ti,j
Di,j
1
2
so that the user can compute Di,j from Di,j , Di,j
and
1
2
ρ1 . Ai sends (P2 , D̃i , {Di,j , Di,j }ai,j ∈AiU ) to the user and
proves that he knows (ri , ρ2 , αi , pi (x), {ti,j }ai,j ∈AiU ) in
zero-knowledge.
If the proof is correct, the user can compute his secret
D̃i
i
keys as Di = Z
= g αi hri (ρ1 +ρ2 ) huβ
and Di,j =
z
1
i
(ρ1 +ρ2 )pi (ai,j )

1
2 ρ1
ti,j
Di,j
(Di,j
) =h
.
In the BlindKeyGen protocol, the user obtains his secret
key SKUi = (Di , Di,j ) from the authority Ai , where
pi (ai,j )(ρ1 +ρ2 )

i
ti,j
Di = g αi hri (ρ1 +ρ2 ) huβ
and Di,j = h
. The
1
value ri (ρ1 + ρ2 ) is computed by U and Ai executing
2-party secure computing, where αi , βi , ri and ρ2 are
from Ai and ρ1 is from U . Hence, from the view of Ai ,
(Di , Di,j ) is identically distributed in the group G.

The protocol in Fig.2 works as follows:
R

1) The user U chooses ρ1 , z, z1, z2 , z3 ← Zp , and
computes T = g z hu1 , P1 = hρ1 , T  = g z1 hz12 and
P1 = hz3 . U sends (T, P1 , T  , P1 ) to the authority
Ai .
R
2) Ai chooses c ← Zp , and sends c to U .
3) U computes s1 = z1 − cz, s2 = z2 − cu and s3 =
z3 − cρ1 , and sends (s1 , s2 , s3 ) to Ai .
?
?
4) Ai checks T  = g s1 hs12 T c and P1 = hs3 P1c . If
R
so, Ai chooses ri , ρ2 , w, b1 , b2 , b3 , dj ← Zp and
a random (ki − 1)-degree polynomial pi (x) with
pi (0) = ri , and computes P2 = hρ2 , P2 = hw ,
D̃i = g (P1 P2 ) T ,
αi

h

pi (ai,j )
ti,j

ri

βi

1
Di,j

pi (ai,j )
ti,j

= P2

2
, Di,j
=

, D̃i = g b1 (P1 P2 )b2 T b3 , Zi = g b3 , Z  =

Security Model
Selective-set
Full security
Selective-set
Full security
full security
Selective-set

Length of Ciphertext
(|AC | + 1)EG + EGτ
2|IC |EG + |IC |EEτ
(|AC | + 1)EG + EGτ
2|AC |EG + (|AC | + 1)EGτ
(2|AC | + 1)EG + EGτ
(|AC | + 2)EG + EGτ

d

e(g, h)b2 , Vj1 = P2 j and Vj2 = hdj . Ai sends
1
2
(Di,j
, Di,j
, P2 , P2 , Zi , Z  , D̃i , D̃i , Vj1 , Vj2 ) to U . Otherwise, aborts.
R
5) U chooses c ← Zp , and sends c to Ai .
6) Ai computes γ1 = b1 − c αi , γ2 = b2 − c ri , γ3 =
p (a )
b3 − c βi , γ4 = w − c ρ2 , and ηj = tj − c i ti,ji,j . Ai
sends (γ1 , γ2 , γ3 , γ4 , ηj ) to U .

2 Δai,j ,AiU (0)
7) U computes Z =
,
ai,j ∈Ai e(Ti,j , Di,j )
?

U


?



and checks P2 = hγ4 P2c , Z  = e(g, h)γ2 Z c ,
?
?
?
η
1 c
2 c
) , Vj2 = hηj (Di,j
) and D̃i =
Vj1 = P2 j (Di,j

D̃i
g γ1 (P1 P2 )γ2 T γ3 D̃ic . If so, U computes Di = Z
z and
i
1
2 ρ1
Di,j = Di,j (Di,j ) . Otherwise, aborts.
Theorem 2. The proposed privacy-preserving key extract
protocol BlindKeyGen in Fig.2 is both leak-free and selectivefailure blind.
Proof: Leak freeness. Suppose that there exists an
adversary U in the real experiment (where U is interacting with an honest authority Ai running the BlindKeyGen protocol), there will exist a simulator Û in the
ideal experiment (where Û can access the trusted party
running the ideal KeyGen protocol) such that no efﬁcient
distinguisher D can distinguish the real experiment from
the ideal experiment. The simulator Û simulates the
communication between the distinguisher D and the
adversary U by passing the input of D to U and the
output of U to D. Û works as follows:
1) Û sends the adversary U the public key P Ki of Ai .
2) U must submit two values T and P1 , and prove
P oK{(z, u, ρ1 ) : T = g z hu1 ∧ P1 = hρ1 }. If the proof
fails, Û aborts the simulation. Otherwise, by using
the rewind technique, Û can obtain (z, u, ρ1 ).
3) Û sends u to the trusted party. The trusted party
runs KeyGen to generates (Di , Di,j ), and responds
it to Û.
R
4) Û chooses λ ← Zp , and computes ρ2 = λ − ρ1 , P2 =
1
ρ2
1
2
λ
hρ2 , D̃i = Di Ziz , Di,j
= (Di,j ) λ and Di,j
= Di,j
. Û
1
2
returns (P2 , D̃i , Di,j , Di,j ) to U.
If (Di , Di,j ) are correct keys from the trusted party in
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U (params, P Ki , u)

Ai (params, P Ki , SKi , Ai )

R

1. Chooses z, ρ1 ← Zp , and
Computes T = g z hu1 , P1 = hρ1 .
Let 1 denote the proof:
P oK{(z, u, ρ1) : T = g z hu1 ∧

T,P1 ,



1
−
−−−−−
→

P1 = hρ1 }

R

2. Chooses ri , ρ2 ← Zp and a random (ki − 1)-degree polynomial
R

pi (x) ← Zp [x] with pi (0) = ri , and computes P2 = hρ2 , D̃i =
1
g αi (P1 P2 )ri T βi , Di,j
= (P2 )
denote the proof:

P2 ,D̃i ,



2
←−1−−−−
−
2

Di,j , Di,j

pi (ai,j )
ti,j

2
, and Di,j
=h

pi (ai,j )
ti,j

. Let

2

1
=
P oK{(αi , βi , ri , ρ2 ) : D̃i = g αi (P1 P2 )ri T βi ∧ P2 = hρ2 ∧ Di,j
pi (ai,j )
pi (ai,j )

ti,j
2
ti,j
2 Δai,j ,AiU (0)
∧ Di,j = h
∧ ai,j ∈Ai e(Ti,j , Di,j )
=
(P2 )
U

e(g, h)ri }

and
3. Computes Di =
1
2 ρ1
Di,j = Di,j
(Di,j
) , where
Zi = g βi
D̃i
Ziz

Fig. 2: A privacy-preserving key extract protocol BlindKeyGen for the DKP-ABE scheme described in Fig. 1
1
2
the ideal experiment, (P2 , D̃i , Di,j
, Di,j
) are the correct
keys from Ai in the real experiment. So, (Di , Di,j ) and
1
2
, Di,j
) are distributed identically. Therefore,
(P2 , D̃i , Di,j
no efﬁcient distinguisher D can distinguish the real game
from the ideal game.

Selective-failure blindness. The adversary Ai submits
the public key P Ki , and two global identiﬁers u0 and
u1 . Then, a bit b ∈ {0, 1} is randomly selected. Ai
can have a black-box access to U (params, P Ki , ub ) and
U (params, P Ki , u1−b ). Then, U executes BlindKeyGen
protocol with Ai , where Ai plays the role of authority
Ai . U outputs secret keys SKUb and SKU1−b for global
identiﬁers ub and u1−b , respectively. If SKUb =⊥ and
SKU1−b =⊥, Ai is given (SKUb , SKU1−b ). If SKUb =⊥ and
SKU1−b =⊥, Ai is given (, ⊥). If SKUb =⊥ and SKU1−b
=⊥, Ai is given (⊥, ). If SKUb =⊥ and SKU1−b = ⊥, Ai
is given (⊥, ⊥). At the end, Ai outputs his prediction b
on b.
In the BlindKeyGen protocol, U sends Ai two random
values T, P1 ∈ G, and proves P oK{(z, ub, ρ1 ) : T =
g z hu1 b ∧ P1 = hρ1 }. Supposed that Ai runs one or both
of the oracles up to this point. Now, it is Ai ’s turn to
respond. So far, Ai ’s view on the two oracles is computationally undistinguishable. Otherwise, the hiding
property of the commitment scheme and the witness
undistinguishable property of the zero-knowledge proof
will be broken. Suppose that Ai uses any computing
strategy to output secret keys {D̃i , Di,j } for the ﬁrst
oracle. In the following, we will show that Ai can predict
SKUb of U without interaction with the two oracles:
1) Ai checks
P oK{(αi , βi , ri , ρ2 ) : D̃i = g αi (P1 P2 )ri T βi ∧ P2 =

pi (ai,j )

pi (ai,j )
ti,j

1
2
= (P2 ) ti,j ∧ Di,j
= h
hρ2 ∧ Di,j

Δ
(0)
i
ai,j ,A
2
U
= e(g, h)ri }.
ai,j ∈Ai e(Ti,j , Di,j )

∧

U

If the proof fails, A sets SKU0 =⊥.
2) Ai generates different (D̃i , Di,j ) for the second
oracle and a proof of knowledge:
P oK{(αi , βi , ri , ρ2 ) : D̃i = g αi (P1 P2 )ri T βi ∧ P2 =
pi (ai,j )

pi (ai,j )
ti,j

1
2
hρ2 ∧ Di,j
= (P2 ) ti,j ∧ Di,j
= h

Δ
(0)
i
ai,j ,A
2
U
= e(g, h)ri }.
ai,j ∈Ai e(Ti,j , Di,j )

∧

U

Ai checks the proof, if it fails, it sets SKU1 = ⊥.
3) Finally, Ai outputs his predication on (u0 , u1 ) with
(SKU0 , SKU1 ), if SKU0 =⊥ and SKU1 =⊥; (, ⊥), if
SKU0 =⊥ and SKU1 =⊥; (⊥, ), if SKU0 =⊥ and
SKU1 = ⊥; (⊥, ⊥), if SKU0 =⊥ and SKU1 =⊥.
The predication on (u0 , u1 ) is correct, and has the
identical distribution with the oracle. Because Ai performs the same check as the honest U , it outputs
the valid keys as U obtains from BlindKeyGen(Ai (para
ms, P Ki , SKi ) ↔ U(params, P Ki , u)) when both checks
are valid. Hence, if Ai can predict the ﬁnal outputs of
the two oracles, the advantage of Ai in distinguishing
U (params, P Ki , ub ) from U (params, P Ki , u1−b ) is the
same without the ﬁnal outputs. Therefore, the advantage
of Ai should come from the received T , P1 and the proof
z ub
ρ1
1 : P oK{(z, ub , ρ1 ) : T = g h1 ∧ P1 = h }. From the
hiding property of the commitment scheme and witness
undistinguishable property of the zero-knowledge proof,
Ai cannot distinguish one from the other with nonnegligible advantage.
Therefore, from Theorem 1. and Theorem 2., we have
the following theorem.
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Theorem 3. Our privacy-preserving decentralized attribute
based encryption scheme ˜ = (Global Setup, Authority
Setup, BlindKeyGen, Encryption, Decryption) is secure in the
selective-set model under the DBDH assumption.
Protecting privacy is an important issue in distributed
systems. Therefore, our privacy-preserving decentralized
KP-ABE scheme can be used as a sound solution to
construct privacy-preserving data transfer and access
control schemes in distributed systems, where the data
owner can encrypted his data under a set of attributes so
that only the users whose attributes satisfy the speciﬁed
access structure can access the data. Users can obtain
secret keys from multiple parties without being traced
and exposing their identities to the authorities. As a
result, our scheme can capture the following important
properties: 1) Fine-grained access control. Our scheme
can implement any access structure using the access
tree technique; 2) Improving privacy and security. Users
cannot be impersonated as they can can obtain secret
keys from multiple parties without exposing their identities to them; 3) Efﬁciency. Multiple authorities can work
independently without any cooperation.
We list the computing cost and communication cost of
the privacy-preserving key extract protocol in Table 3.

4

C ONCLUSION

The decentralized ABE scheme has attracted a lot of
attention, because it can reduce the trust on merely
a single centralized authority. In order to resist the
collusion attacks in the decentralized ABE schemes, the
global identiﬁer GID is used to tie all the user’s secret
keys from multiple authorities together. However, this
will risk the user being traced and impersonated by
the corrupted authorities. In this paper, we proposed a
privacy-preserving decentralized ABE scheme to protect
the user’s privacy. In our scheme, all the user’s secret
keys are tied to his identiﬁer to resist the collusion
attacks while the multiple authorities cannot know anything about the user’s identiﬁer. Notably, each authority
can join or leave the system freely without the need of reinitializing the system and there is no central authority.
Furthermore, any access structure can be expressed in
our scheme using the access tree technique. Finally, our
scheme relies on the standard complexity assumption
(e.g., DBDH), rather than the non-standard complexity
assumptions (e.g., DDHI).
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